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Abstract

While it has been recognized for some time that large-amplitude nonlinear internal waves (NLIW) can mobilise and transport

sediment, quantitative observations of this process are rare. Rarer still are accompanying measurements or even estimates of

suspended sediment mass concentration (SSC) during the passage of NLIW. Here we present high resolution observations of

NLIW and the SSC response within the bottom boundary layer. The observations were made in 2017 in the Browse Basin on

Australia’s Northwest Shelf in 250 m of water. We compare two direct calibration methods designed to overcome the inherent

difficulty of directly observing SSC in deeper ocean environments, and employ Bayesian methods to estimate the uncertainty

in SSC. Both calibration methods were used as bench-marking to infer SSC from a range of instrumentation deployed on a

bottom-lander frame (acoustics, optical, and laser scattering). Estimates of near-bed SSC, with uncertainty, during NLIW

passages are presented for each instrument. During a large NLIW event, the peak mean SSC estimate was 102 mg L$ˆ{-1}$
with 95\% credible intervals of 93 and 112 mg L$ˆ{-1}$, 0.87 m above the sea bed. We also examine the propagation of

uncertainty to several derived quantities, such as SSC gradients. This work is the first step towards the quantitative analysis

of sediment dynamics needed to develop parameterized models associated with the passage of NLIW.
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Abstract12

While it has been recognized for some time that large-amplitude nonlinear inter-13

nal waves (NLIW) can mobilise and transport sediment, quantitative observations of this14

process are rare. Rarer still are accompanying measurements or even estimates of sus-15

pended sediment mass concentration (SSC) during the passage of NLIW. Here we present16

high resolution observations of NLIW and the SSC response within the bottom bound-17

ary layer. The observations were made in 2017 in the Browse Basin on Australia’s North-18

west Shelf in 250 m of water. We compare two direct calibration methods designed to19

overcome the inherent difficulty of directly observing SSC in deeper ocean environments,20

and employ Bayesian methods to estimate the uncertainty in SSC. Both calibration meth-21

ods were used as bench-marking to infer SSC from a range of instrumentation deployed22

on a bottom-lander frame (acoustics, optical, and laser scattering). Estimates of near-23

bed SSC, with uncertainty, during NLIW passages are presented for each instrument.24

During a large NLIW event, the peak mean SSC estimate was 102 mg L−1 with 95% cred-25

ible intervals of 93 and 112 mg L−1, 0.87 m above the sea bed. We also examine the prop-26

agation of uncertainty to several derived quantities, such as SSC gradients. This work27

is the first step towards the quantitative analysis of sediment dynamics needed to de-28

velop parameterized models associated with the passage of NLIW.29

Plain Language Summary30

Internal waves can travel through the ocean and have the potential to generate sig-31

nificant currents as they move into shallow water on the continental shelf. This process32

can lift and transport local sea bed sediment if the near-bed currents are strong enough.33

This process is short-lived, unpredictable, and generally occurs in deeper waters, mak-34

ing high quality observations rare. We present high resolution observations of ocean cur-35

rents and the sediment response during the passage of large internal waves. The obser-36

vations were captured using a bottom-lander frame deployed on the Northwest Shelf of37

Australia for two months in 2017. We used acoustic, optical, and laser scattering instru-38

ments to measure suspended sediment properties. These data sets were converted to es-39

timates of suspended sediment mass concentration by calibration. We performed the cal-40

ibrations using Bayesian inference, a statistical technique that allows for straight-forward41

uncertainty estimation. This work is a first step towards modelling of sediment trans-42

port with uncertainty.43

1 Introduction44

Sediment mobilisation and transport on continental slopes and shelves are under-45

observed phenomena that have important consequences for nutrient and pollutant re-46

distribution, cross-shelf particle fate, and sea bed infrastructure design, construction, and47

maintenance. It has long been known that energetic internal waves exist throughout the48

world’s oceans, yet only in the last 30 years have researchers begun to capture with suf-49

ficient temporal resolution the sporadic resuspension events driven by internal waves (e.g.,50

Churchill et al., 1988; Gardner, 1989). Recent observations and theory suggest that in51

the shelf environment internal waves may be the key contributor to both instantaneous52

sediment resuspension (Butman et al., 2006; Bonnin et al., 2006) and to the long-term53

geomorphology (Cacchione et al., 2002).54

Tidally-generated internal waves transport energy throughout the ocean away from55

their source regions (Zaron, 2019). Given the right conditions, these waves steepen to56

form non-linear internal waves (herein NLIW), examples of which have been observed57

at our site in around 250 m of water on the continental northwest shelf (NWS) of Aus-58

tralia (Rayson et al., 2019). As these propagating waves encounter shallower water they59

shoal and break, resulting in intensified currents and turbulence near the sea bed (Jones60
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et al., 2020; Zulberti et al., 2020). This process has been shown to resuspend (Valipour61

et al., 2017), transport (Noble & Xu, 2003; Hosegood et al., 2004; Cheriton et al., 2014),62

and even fully detach sediment from the near-bed region (Moum et al., 2002; McPhee-63

Shaw et al., 2004). See the review by Boegman and Stastna (2019) for a thorough de-64

scription.65

Observations of mixing and sediment resuspension by NLIW have led to hypothe-66

ses on how this may influence chemical and biological processes in shelf seas, lakes, and67

estuaries (Cacchione & Drake, 1986; Klymak & Moum, 2003; Valipour et al., 2017). Based68

on observed dissipation levels, Sandstrom and Elliott (1984) proposed that several in-69

ternal waves per tidal cycle may be sufficient to supply nutrients from the sediment through-70

out the water column. Churchill et al. (1988) investigated the hypothesis that internal71

waves sorted shelf sediments and resulted in a fine sediment sink on the slope, although72

conclusive evidence for this process was not observed. Concern over the ability of fine73

sediments to redistribute pollutants from the bed into the water column and other ar-74

eas of the ocean has also motivated studies (e.g., Bogucki et al., 1997; Gardner, 1989).75

On the NWS in particular, the expansion of offshore infrastructure has also raised ques-76

tions related to sea bed infrastructure stability and sub-sea operation visibility.77

A detailed analysis of NLIW-induced sediment resuspension requires near-bed ob-78

servations with sufficient temporal and vertical resolution. In the bottom boundary layer79

(BBL) of shelf seas it is difficult to directly observe SSC with high resolution. To over-80

come this challenge we deploy a range of instrumentation (acoustics, optical, and laser81

diffraction) that each measure some indirect characteristic of sediment in suspension, with82

the expectation of proportionality to suspended sediment mass concentration (SSC). In83

general, the researcher is responsible for converting these indirect measurements of SSC84

through calibration (e.g., Puig et al., 2001; Fugate & Friedrichs, 2002), or more often,85

just present the observations as the raw parameter, e.g. acoustic backscatter intensity.86

Although presentation of the raw data may avoid the addition of potential calibration87

model errors or biases, it can lead to a discrepancy or divergence between observations88

and modelling that limits quantitative comparison.89

Calibration requires concurrent measurements (in both time and space) of direct90

(true) SSC with indirect observations. We performed and compared two popular cali-91

bration methods: in-situ field calibration achieved by vertical profiling a package with92

both an instrument and Niskin water bottles; and laboratory calibration occurring post-93

deployment using sediment collected from the sea floor. Both approaches introduce un-94

certainty, through the calibration model itself and through the limitations of the method95

employed. This uncertainty can be represented by the variance of the calibration model96

parameters (or indeed any model parameters).97

Sediment resuspension is parameterized in sediment transport models and uncer-98

tainty in this parameterization should be included for best modelling outcomes. In ad-99

dition, many of the variables used to model sediment transport are better represented100

by probabilistic objects rather than single values. Adequate representation of the result-101

ing cumulative uncertainty in sediment transport models is a key research challenge. Un-102

certainty can arise from physical variability, sampling strategy, measurement error, and103

model selection (Schmelter et al., 2011). For this work we have employed Bayesian in-104

ference, a technique for statistical parameter estimation that computes the posterior dis-105

tribution of the model parameters, that is then used directly to quantify uncertainty (Gelman106

et al., 2013).107

Calibration of indirect measurements of SSC with an estimate of uncertainty is a108

key first step towards understanding sediment transport and creating relevant models.109

In addition, the techniques used here explicitly estimate noise levels of different instru-110

ments and sampling strategies. Typical data fitting approaches fail to meaningfully quan-111

tify uncertainty and the implications for further analysis, e.g., when calculating an SSC112
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gradient (in time or space), the turbulent SSC fluxes, or the position of SSC isopleths.113

By using Bayesian inference to estimate calibration parameters as fully probabilistic ob-114

jects, we can create a coherent framework to propagate uncertainty through one or more115

models in order to accurately compute the probability distribution of a single quantity116

of interest.117

1.1 Objectives and outline118

The primary aims for this paper are: first, to present and evaluate two calibration119

methods (in-situ and laboratory); second, use a coherent framework to connect our many120

indirect measurements of SSC with a relatively small sample of direct measurements; and121

finally, to demonstrate the utility and benefits of this approach to near-bed SSC obser-122

vations of NLIW.123

The methodology described herein is able to connect many indirect observations124

of SSC together by using each calibrated instrument, in turn, as the ”truth” for a new125

calibration. These chained calibrations could be done by using concurrent measurements126

(in height and time) from instruments deployed on a bottom-lander mooring. This ap-127

proach allows us to connect sparse (and difficult to obtain) direct measurements of SSC128

with large indirect observational data sets, using Bayesian methods to keep track of un-129

certainty.130

We start by reviewing some relevant concepts on indirect SSC measurement (Sec-131

tion 2) and summarise some key Bayesian concepts (Section 3). We then describe the132

field experiment (Section 4), the calibration approach (Section 5), and the results (Sec-133

tion 6). Finally, we show estimates of near-bed SSC with uncertainty from multiple in-134

struments collecting observations during the propagation of two NLIW (Section 7).135

2 Measuring suspended sediment concentration136

2.1 Optical backscatter137

An optical backscatter instrument (OBS) functions by projecting a beam of light138

into the water and measuring the amount of light reflected back to a sensor. The sen-139

sor effectively measures the total cross-sectional area of all particles within the measure-140

ment volume, which Fugate and Friedrichs (2002) showed is proportional to the volume141

concentration and inversely proportional to the particle diameter. It has been well demon-142

strated that, at relatively low concentrations, when the particle size distribution (PSD)143

in suspension remains constant, a linear relation exists between the OBS output and SSC144

(Green & Boon, 1993).145

In practice, the observed PSD in suspension is rarely constant in time and changes146

will influence the output. Ludwig and Hanes (1990) found that the OBS response increased147

by approximately one order of magnitude from sand to mud, and Gibbs and Wolanski148

(1992) found that when observing fine sediment, increasing mean flow speed increased149

OBS response by about a factor of two owing to dynamic floc breakup (and vice versa).150

As a result, an OBS calibration may give poor estimates of SSC when the observed PSD151

varies in time.152

2.2 Laser scattering153

Laser scattering provides a measurement of PSD by recording the angular inten-154

sity of laser beam light as it is scattered by particles suspended within the beam path.155

The LISST 200-X (Sequoia Scientific, Inc.) is a laser scattering instrument designed to156

measure PSD in-situ at high temporal resolution (up to 1 Hz). The LISST supplies a157

volume concentration, CV , over 36 particle size bins ranging from 1–500 μm.158
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The LISST is able to measure both individual particles and flocs in suspension, but159

it cannot distinguish between them because it characterizes each floc as a single parti-160

cle (Mikkelsen et al., 2005). A collection of fine cohesive particles that has aggregated161

into a floc will thus be seen as a single large particle with a volume many times greater162

than the sum of its parts. Hence, observations of dynamic aggregation and breakup driven163

by varying background flow can exert significant influence over the measured volume con-164

centration, CV .165

Mikkelsen and Pejrup (2001) showed that when observing flocs, SSC and CV are
approximately related by the effective density, ∆ρ:

ρfloc − ρwater ≈ ∆ρ ≈ SSC

CV
. (1)

When both flocs and single particles are present, SSC/CV is the weighted average of the166

single particle density and ∆ρ, and thus equation 1 is no longer valid. Thus, a linear re-167

lationship between SSC and CV should perform well when ∆ρ is relatively constant, and168

poorly when it is not. Additional limitations exist for this type of instrument, as sum-169

marised by Fugate and Friedrichs (2002).170

2.3 Acoustic backscatter171

Acoustic instruments, such as acoustic Doppler velocimeters (ADVs) and acous-172

tic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs), observe particles in suspension in a manner anal-173

ogous to OBS instruments. Particles in the measurement volume scatter an acoustic sig-174

nal emitted from the instrument, a portion of which is reflected back to a receiver. For175

a given particle, acoustic scattering is dictated by the particle form function and par-176

ticle scattering cross-section, where the form function itself is a complex function pri-177

marily of particle size and density, and other variables such as shape and elasticity (Thorne178

& Hurther, 2014).179

When the particle population remains constant, the ensemble averaged form func-
tion is also constant, and an empirical relationship between backscatter strength and the
base 10 logarithm of SSC can be found across a wide range of environmental conditions
(e.g. Fugate & Friedrichs, 2002; Gartner, 2004; Ha et al., 2009). At relatively low con-
centrations (less than 1 g L−1), this relationship is

log10(SSC) = mBS + b, (2)

where BS is the measured backscatter. The acoustic log10 decibel scale introduces com-180

plications for uncertainty estimation that are examined in the results.181

As with the OBS and LISST instruments, changes to both the observed primary182

PSD and flocculation processes can influence an acoustic instruments response. For ex-183

ample, MacDonald et al. (2013) showed through controlled laboratory experiments that184

the flocculation process significantly alters the acoustic scattering properties of cohesive185

sediment.186

3 Bayesian inference187

3.1 Bayes theorem188

Bayesian inference is a statistical modelling approach that accommodates proba-189

bilistic objects and is well suited to environmental data analysis (e.g., Schmelter et al.,190

2011; Manderson et al., 2019). It does this by drawing conclusions about model param-191

eters given some set of observed data, using Bayes’ rule.192

Measurement of a probabilistic process produces a set of observations, X and y;193

for example, OBS data and SSC from filtered water samples. The y data are conditioned194
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on both X and the model parameters, represented by the vector θ. This is called the like-195

lihood function, p(y|X, θ), which describes the probability of the y data having a partic-196

ular value given θ and some observations X. In the Bayesian paradigm, θ is unknown197

and not fixed. The probability of θ, p(θ), is called the prior distribution and represents198

any initial knowledge about θ (and can be vague, non-informative, or include expert knowl-199

edge, for example). Bayes’ theorem states that the posterior distribution, p(θ|X, y), de-200

pends upon both the prior distribution and the likelihood function (Gelman et al., 2013),201

p(θ|X, y) =
p(θ)p(y|X, θ)

p(y)
, (3)

where p(y) is a normalising constant that is the sum over all possible values of θ.202

Model uncertainty can be extracted from the posterior distribution, making it triv-203

ial to derive an unambiguous, calculable definition of uncertainty, e.g. the credible in-204

tervals (CI). A common presentation of uncertainty is the 0.95% CI, e.g. intervals (a,b)205

that indicate p(a < θ < b|X, y) = 0.95, or the 95% highest probability density of the206

posterior distribution (e.g. Manderson et al., 2019).207

3.2 Linear calibration model208

In the Bayesian paradigm, for the case of a two parameter linear model f(x) =
mx+b (such as our OBS and SSC observations), θ contains all model parameters, the

slope and intercept in β =
[
b
m

]
, and the residual variance parameter, σ. The param-

eter σ represents the range of possible values the y residuals could be, given the distri-
bution of possible slope and intercept values. The observed data are represented by the
matrix X (OBS) and the vector y (SSC), so the model takes the vector form,

y|β, σ,X ∼ N (Xβ, σ2I). (4)

Here I is the n×n identity matrix (for n observations). N () indicates a normal distri-209

bution with a mean and variance in the brackets, so that each SSC data point (yi) is a210

distribution with a mean, Xiβ, and a variance, σ2. This form of the model assumes equal211

uncertainty for each y value, Gaussian white noise for the y residuals with a constant212

variance (homoscedasticity) and zero conditional correlations. More complex models are213

possible but were not considered here.214

3.3 Model setup & computation215

The Python software package PyMC3 was used to calculate the posterior distri-216

bution of the calibration model parameters. First, prior distributions must be specified217

for each model parameter, regardless of the computational method. PyMC3 contains a218

significant library of distributions that make it trivial to specify priors.219

For the linear model proposed, priors for β were simply specified as normal distri-220

butions, and σ was specified as half-normal (the distribution of the residual parameter221

represents the absolute value of the residuals and cannot be negative). Each prior can222

be specified with large variance so as to be effectively non-informative, in which case the223

posterior distribution is ”weighted” by the data. The model setup can be intuitively viewed224

using a directed acyclic graph (Figure 1).225

Our aim is to estimate the joint posterior distribution for the model parameters,226

p(β, σ|X, y), through a sampling algorithm. Given a data set, Markov Chain Monte Carlo227

(MCMC) sampling can be used to determine the posterior distribution for the slope and228

intercept in β, and the corresponding residual variance, σ2. These individual posterior229

distributions combine to form the joint posterior distribution used to estimate total un-230

certainty. More information on the MCMC sampling algorithm can be found in Salvatier231

et al. (2016).232
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Figure 1. Directed acyclic graph of a single linear model. Prior distributions (shown as el-

lipses) inform the linear model (rectangle).

4 Site description233

4.1 Field experiment234

The field data came from the Kimberley Internal Solitons Sediment and Mixing Ex-235

periment (KISSME 2017). The experiment was undertaken from 1 April to 22 May 2017236

on Australia’s NWS in around 250 m of water. The region is characterised by a 200 km237

wide continental shelf and a large tidal range. The measurement site was chosen for its238

relatively flat bathymetry, with an estimated cross-shelf slope of 0.2% for at least 40 km239

in all directions (Figure 2). For this work we restrict our analysis to the 15 days from240

2 to 16 April when all instruments had power and performed as expected.241

A triangular arrangement of three through-water-column (TWC) moorings about242

500 m apart and a separate bottom lander frame were deployed (Figure 2ii) to measure243

vertical and horizontal variability of internal wave-affected ocean properties, as detailed244

in Rayson et al. (2019). The focus for this study was the data collected from the bottom-245

lander mooring, located approximately 100 m south of the nearest TWC mooring. The246

lander was specifically designed to capture the BBL response to NLIW forcing (Figure247

3). The nearest TWC mooring captured temperature data at approximately 10 m ver-248

tical resolution, sampling at 2 Hz and averaged to 60 s, which was used to provide ad-249

ditional context to the lander observations.250

A shipboard frame was vertically profiled as close as possible to the lander moor-251

ing for two 12-hour periods. The two periods were chosen to represent spring and neap252

tide conditions. Profiles were done at hourly intervals (currents permitting), but some253

profiles were obtained at distances of up to 1,400 m from the lander mooring because254

of strong currents and mooring interference concerns. Attached to the profiling frame255

were 12 Niskin bottles, a CTD, transmissometer, and a LISST 200-X that auto-logged256

to the ships computer. Bottle samples were collected during both profiling periods and257

vacuum-filtered on-board (Figure 2ii). A bottom sediment sample was collected from the258

sea bed surface using a Smith McIntyre grab, which indicated a mean diameter of 21 μm.259

Further details regarding collection, processing, and PSD analysis are summarised sep-260

arately (Appendix A).261

4.2 Site dynamics262

Baroclinic motion in the form of an internal tide was observed in the TWC tem-263

perature record throughout the deployment, with increased amplitude during spring tides264

(Rayson et al., 2019). NLIW of depression with amplitudes up to 70 m propagated past265

the moorings in the first few days of the deployment, just after the peak barotropic spring266

tide, generating strong near-bed currents and elevated SSC (e.g., at 0.87 m ASB). The267
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Figure 2. Location of the KISSME 2017 field campaign (red triangle) on the NWS of Aus-

tralia. Inset (i) shows the regional location between mainland Australia and the Indonesian

archipelago to the north. Inset (ii) details of the mooring configuration, with black dots showing

the location of all Niskin bottle samples used for the in-situ calibration.

waves propagated southeast towards the coast, approximately cross-shelf, with near-bed268

currents directed offshore.269

Peak barotropic tidal velocity was approximately 0.4 m s−1 and tidal range was270

about 4 m. The maximum current speed driven by baroclinic motions was estimated at271

0.6 m s−1 at 20 m above sea bed (ASB) during the largest NLIW events (Zulberti et al.,272

2020). Baroclinic amplitude reduced significantly during the following neap tide and be-273

gan to increase again as the barotropic tidal range increased. During the second spring274

tide, however, baroclinic motion was more linear and peak amplitudes and near-bed baro-275

clinic induced currents were significantly less than during the first spring period.276

4.3 Instrumentation and data processing277

The lander was equipped with two ADVs, an upward looking ADCP, an OBS, and278

a LISST (as per the configuration in Figure 3). The two 6 MHz ADVs were located at279

0.49 and 1.41 m ASB and sampled at 64 Hz. The 1 MHz ADCP sampled over the depth280

range from 0.53 to 23.35 m ASB at 0.2 m vertical resolution and at 8 Hz. The LISST281

200-X sampled every 12 s at 0.87 m ASB, and the OBS collected a three-sample burst282

every 90 s at 1.14 m ASB (Table 1).283

The in-situ calibration data sets from the deployed instruments were produced by284

taking the mean over 5-minute blocks for the 15 day record. This was done to reduce285

the influence of spatial variation between each instrument and to average over several286

of the longest turbulent fluctuations expected, whilst limiting the inclusion of internal287

wave fluctuations. The observation data was processed by averaging over the 5-minute288

blocks but at 1-minute intervals (i.e. 5-minute boxcar-filtering centred on a 1-minute time289
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Figure 3. Schematic of the KISSME 2017 bottom lander setup showing the measurement

volume height above the sea bed for each instrument. Note that the vertical fifth beam of the

ADCP was used for backscatter.

Table 1. KISSME 2017 instrument sampling programs

Instrument Sampling frequency Height (m ASB)

LISST 12 s 0.87
OBS 90 s 1.14
ADCP 8 Hz 0.53–23.33 (0.2 m spacing, 115 bins)
ADV 64 Hz 0.49 and 1.41
TWC thermistors 2 Hz ∼10 m spacing

step, giving an 80% overlap), rather than the non-overlapping blocks used for the cal-290

ibration models. The same flagging process was used for both data sets.291

The LISST was processed using the manufacturer supplied software and instruc-292

tions. Warning flags were included in the data set, but bad flags were not, and only blocks293

with at least 80% good data return were included for subsequent analysis. The LISST294

data was also used to identify periods of flocculation (described next). Raw voltage data295

from the OBS was converted to units of NTU using the latest manufacturer calibration296

parameters and the median value from each burst was selected. Data points where the297

instrument reached its upper limit were flagged and removed. Spikes from the OBS in-298

strument that occurred towards the end of the deployment were visually removed, and299

only 5-minute blocks with at least two (out of three) data points were included.300

Echo intensity (EI) from each ADV was left as counts for simplicity, under the as-301

sumption that changes in water and particle attenuation were insignificant for a point302

measurement. Only one beam from each ADV was used and no flags were applied. The303

final EI time series from each ADV was inspected visually and some suspect spikes from304

the upper ADV data set were visually flagged and removed.305

ADCP EI was automatically converted to uncorrected backscatter (in dB) during306

processing with the manufacturer software. Backscatter from beam 5 (vertical) was cor-307

rected using the method described by Gartner (2004), including the near-field correc-308

tion. TWC temperature data was used to calculate variable water attenuation vertically309

and temporally (with constant salinity and pressure). Viscous and scattering attenua-310

tion by sediment particles in suspension was assumed to be insignificant based on the311

ADCP operating frequency, bed sample PSD, and relatively low peak concentration val-312

ues. ADCP receiver saturation was identified and flagged during the calibration process313

(described in Section 5). Unfiltered data with flags applied (except ADCP saturation)314

is presented for an example 24-hour period (Figure 4).315
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Figure 4. Example 24-hour period showing data from the KISSME 2017 field experiment; (a)

TWC temperature from SP250, (b) uncorrected ADCP backscatter at 8 Hz and 0.2 m vertical

resolution (saturation not flagged), (c) OBS data at 90 s, (d) LISST total volume concentration

data at 12 s flagged as per manufacturer’s instructions, and (e) boxcar-filtered echo intensity for

the lower (green) and upper (blue) ADV. Flagged data is either red or orange.
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Figure 5. LISST data with other variables to identify instances of flocculation. CV and d50

are total volume concentration and mean diameter from the LISST, respectively. Orange points

represent times when the 5-minute mean current speed was less than 0.1 m s−1, and blue is the

rest of the data. Unlabelled axes are shared.

4.3.1 Additional LISST data quality control316

Further investigation of the processed LISST data revealed spikes in CV , particle317

size, and attenuation that were not readily explainable by the physical forcing. In ad-318

dition, the spikes never registered via the acoustic or optical backscatter instruments.319

Comparison of CV and d50 to current speed indicated that the spikes only occurred dur-320

ing calm conditions (Figure 5a,b). Data points where the 5-minute mean current speed321

was less than 0.1 m s−1 were flagged (4.1% of total data). Although flocculation is pri-322

marily controlled by the magnitude of turbulence dissipation (Hoitink & Hoekstra, 2005),323

a current speed flag proved to be a simple and effective method of identifying rapid floc324

growth.325

Comparison of log10(CV ) with EI from the lower ADV showed that this flag effec-326

tively captured the deviations away from the expected linear relationship (Figure 5c).327

Whenever current speed was below the threshold, particle size would grow (regardless328

of prior particle size), and this process would continue until current speed increased again.329

In contrast, when current speed was high the mean particle size appeared to stabilise (Fig-330

ure 5b).331

Mean estimates of SSC from the lower ADV (calculated later) were used to con-332

firm that these spikes did not represent resuspension events (Figure 5d). In addition, this333

comparison showed that even though observations of SSC and d50 were strongly posi-334

tively correlated at low values (below 20 mg L−1), they showed no correlation at higher335

values.336
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5 Sediment calibration approach337

Here we describe the two direct calibration methods, herein referred to as in-situ338

LISST method and laboratory OBS method. We then describe how indirect observations339

of SSC were connected together using the vertical profile of acoustic backscatter from340

the ADCP.341

5.1 In-situ LISST method342

The in-situ calibration method involved intensive ship-based vertical profiling near343

the lander mooring location (Figure 2ii). A LISST was fixed to the RV Solander’s CTD344

rosette which profiled to collect co-located and concurrent LISST measurements and Niskin345

water bottle samples. The samples were collected across a range of depths. The profil-346

ing frame could not collect bottle samples closer than about 4 m ASB. This approach347

has been used previously for continental shelf and slope studies (e.g. Gardner et al., 1985;348

Puig et al., 2001).349

We vacuum filtered water samples using 0.4 μm pre-weighed filter paper to deter-350

mine SSC. Filtered samples were washed with deionised water and dried before weigh-351

ing. The LISST sampled continuously at 1 Hz during profiling and, for each bottle sam-352

ple, the closest two data points from the LISST were averaged to produce a correspond-353

ing point in the calibration data set. A total of 47 bottle samples were collected within354

1,400 m of the lander.355

5.2 Laboratory OBS method356

The OBS instrument from the lander was calibrated post deployment in the lab-357

oratory. We used the sediment grab sample collected at the lander site to assess the in-358

strument response in a recirculating tank, and our method followed SSC laboratory cal-359

ibrations described previously by Downing and Beach (1989); Ludwig and Hanes (1990).360

The key steps were:361

1. water was recirculated in a 60 L tank to homogenise the sediment concentration;362

2. OBS measurements (at 1 Hz) were taken in the tank, and a concurrent water sam-363

ple was taken over a 30 second period;364

3. the water sample was filtered using 0.4 μm pre-weighted filter paper;365

4. more sediment was progressively added to increase SSC, and the process was re-366

peated.367

Water samples were processed as per the in-situ method. This process yielded 30 OBS368

data points per single SSC value.369

5.3 Inference on acoustic backscatter370

In the ocean environment, direct sampling adjacent to deployed instruments was371

not feasible. We overcame this by comparing data from the OBS, LISST, and both ADVs372

to the ADCP backscatter at the height of each instrument. The 1 MHz ADCP vertical373

profile was the key to inferring SSC at different heights because it gave us concurrent374

observations with every other instrument on the lander (in height ASB and time, Fig-375

ure 3). Processed data from each of the deployed instruments could then be compared,376

e.g. OBS to ADCP, ADCP to ADV.377

Each calibration model was assumed to be a linear model, based on theory and pre-378

vious studies. Hence, inference of SSC for each ADV required propagation of raw ADV379

echo measurements through three linear models, plus a scale conversion: 1) ADV to ADCP380
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Figure 6. Directed acyclic graph of the connected models used to infer SSC for instruments

where a direct calibration was not undertaken. The rectangular nodes are the linear models and

the ellipse represents the conversion from the log10 decibel scale. Subscripts are as follows; V

= ADV, A = ADCP, L = log10(OBS), O = OBS, C = SSC. The LISST models could also be

substituted for the OBS in steps 2 and 4 to predict SSC.

2) ADCP to OBS (or LISST) 3) conversion from log10 and 4) OBS (or LISST) to direct381

SSC (Figure 6). Once each calibration model was established, a single value from either382

ADV could be sampled n times through each model to give n estimates of SSC, the dis-383

tribution of which contained the total uncertainty from the entire propagation process.384

To produce the calibration data sets, 5-minute blocks (described previously) were385

averaged and the corrections and previously described flagging were applied. For each386

model, the corrected ADCP backscatter was then linearly interpolated to the height of387

the relevant instrument. The ADCP receivers saturated at elevated levels, resulting in388

a non-linear response compared to other instruments. This is a known limitation of the389

instrument (pers. comm. with Nortek Instruments). We removed saturated data from390

the analysis by applying an ADCP backscatter threshold value (82.5 dB pre-correction)391

determined by visual inspection to produce the four indirect calibration data sets.392

6 Calibration results and discussion393

6.1 In-situ LISST calibration394

SSC from the filtered bottle samples ranged from 0.12–15.68 mg L−1 with a me-395

dian and mean of 0.35 and 2.16 mg L−1, respectively. A total of 47 data points collected396

between 4 and 55 m ASB were used for the linear least-squares fit (Figure 7c). Only 16397

data points with SSC greater than 1.00 mg L−1 were collected from 47 bottles (Figure398

8).399

We used MCMC sampling (4 chains for 5,000 iterations with 2,000 tuning steps)400

to approximate the posterior probability distribution for the slope and intercept, m and401

b (Figure 7a), and the residual variance parameter, σy (Figure 7b). Priors were set with402

a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 10. The model results were stationary and403

ergodic (repeatable). This suggested that the posterior distributions were suitable for404

inference. Posterior predictive samples were drawn from the model for values from 0 to405
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Figure 7. In-situ calibration results for the LISST: (a) sampling approximation to the poste-

rior probability distribution for the model parameters, m and b, showing the mean with 68% and

95% highest probability density contours, (b) sampling approximation to the posterior probabil-

ity distribution for the model residual term σy (mean in black, each chain coloured), and (c) data

(dots) and mean outcome (line) with the 95% CI (grey shading).

100 μL L−1, which allowed for estimation of the 95% posterior predictive CI (Figure 7c406

- grey shading).407

The 95% CI were calculated for each model parameter (Table 2) and for estimates408

with a mean SSC value of 100 mg L−1 (Table 3). The posterior distribution was approx-409

imately normal and 95% CI remained relatively constant up to 5.0 (3.0, 7.0) mg L−1.410

After this CI began to increase, reaching 20.0 (17.4, 22.6) mg L−1, and up to 100.0 (90.9,411

108.2) mg L−1. This was driven by variability in the slope parameter owing to a lack of412

bottle samples at high SSC.413

The weighted mean effective density for all samples, ∆ρ, was represented by the414

slope, m = 0.22 (0.20, 0.24) (Figure 8c). This was similar to zero order aggregates ob-415

served by Krone (1986) and samples analysed by Mikkelsen and Pejrup (2001). This sug-416

gested, for higher concentration bottle samples at least, that the majority of the observed417

particles were flocs. The effective density was not constant, however, and appeared to418

be a function of particle size for samples over 1.00 mg L−1 (Figure 8a,b). Inclusion of419

mean particle size as an independent variable in the model did not have a significant ef-420

fect on posterior predictive CI. Because of the low number of useful data points, and un-421

certainty on how well the bottle samples (collected at 4 m ASB and higher) represented422

conditions at the deployment height, it was decided not to include particle size in the423

model.424

6.2 Laboratory OBS Calibration425

The tank was filled with approximately 60 L of tap water and 19 water samples426

were taken as sediment from site was progressively added. Measured SSC ranged from427

2.2–68.0 mg L−1. OBS fluctuations in clear water (no sediment) with the pump running428

were less than ±1 NTU, but grew larger as SSC increased.429

We calculated the model parameters in the same manner as the in-situ results (Ta-430

ble 2, Figure 9). MCMC sampling (4 chains for 5,000 iterations with 2,000 tuning steps)431

was used to approximate the posterior distribution for m and b (Figure 9a), and σy (Fig-432

ure 9b). Posterior predictive samples of OBS data were drawn with a range of 0-70 NTU,433

which were used to calculate the 95% CI (Figure 9c - grey shading).434
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Figure 8. Calculated effective density, ∆ρ, from in-situ data (a) for all samples (unfilled) and

samples with SSC greater than 1.00 mg L−1 (filled), (b) inset of (a) (dashed box), and (c) against

measured SSC.

Figure 9. Laboratory calibration results for the OBS-SSC as per Figure 7.
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Table 2. Bayesian linear model mean parameter estimates with the 95% CI shown in brackets

Model b m σy

OBS - SSC (laboratory) -0.497 (-0.669, -0.326) 1.39 (1.38, 1.40) 1.21 (1.140, 1.29)
LISST - SSC (in-situ) 0.438 (0.105, 0.772) 0.221 (0.201, 0.240) 1.03 (0.837, 1.27)
ADCP - OBS -3.73 (-3.79, -3.67) 0.0559 (0.0551, 0.0567) 0.0916 (0.0885, 0.0948)
ADCP - LISST -3.18 (-3.27, -3.08) 0.0622 (0.0609, 0.0634) 0.0882 (0.0849, 0.0916)
ADV 0.49 m - ADCP 30.6 (29.4, 31.9) 0.380 (0.369, 0.390) 0.521 (0.489, 0.555)
ADV 1.41 m - ADCP 30.8 (30.3, 31.3) 0.383 (0.379, 0.387) 1.18 (1.15, 1.21)

Posterior predictive CI remained relatively constant at approximately up to 100435

(97.4, 102.4) mg L−1. This was owing to our ability to control SSC in the laboratory and436

thus evaluate the instrument response at high concentrations. This resulted in signifi-437

cantly reduced uncertainty for predictions at 100 mg L−1 compared to the in-situ LISST438

calibration, despite having similar uncertainty for mean values under 20 mg L−1.439

The use of freshwater and an energetic pump were expected to limit flocculation,440

potentially increasing OBS response (per unit SSC). Conversely, fine sand particles with441

a faster settling rate, were probably not observed during profiling (note particles in this442

size class were observed by the LISST during profiling, but no analysis of filtered sam-443

ples was performed to determine whether these were flocs or primary particles), were ex-444

pected to remain suspended in the tank, potentially decreasing the OBS response (per445

unit SSC). Attempts to measure PSD in the tank were inconclusive, so the difference be-446

tween laboratory and in-situ conditions was not able to be assessed.447

6.3 Comparison of direct calibrations448

We used field data to compare the in-situ and laboratory calibrations. Note that449

the OBS was located 0.27 m above the LISST. The 5-minute block-averaged data sets450

were converted to point estimates of SSC using the mean slope and intercept parame-451

ters from each model. Blocks where the current speed was less than 0.1 m s−1 were sep-452

arated from the comparison as per the LISST flagging.453

The calculated SSC from the OBS and LISST field data sets compared well for the454

bulk of the data (Figure 10), although scatter increased with SSC. The maximum a pos-455

teriori slope calculated by linear least-squares fitting of the data sets was 1.08 (Figure456

10 - right), which indicated that the OBS estimated SSC 8% higher than the LISST on457

average, despite being moored 0.27 m above it. During the propagation of NLIW (i.e.458

at maximum SSC) the OBS produced estimates 20 to 30% higher than the LISST.459

6.4 Extension to acoustic instruments460

We developed four calibration models utilizing the ADCP backscatter measurements:461

ADCP-OBS, ADCP-LISST, ADV141-ADCP, and ADV049-ADCP (the latter two are462

the ADVs at 1.41 m and 0.49 m). Blocks where the current speed was less than 0.1 m463

s−1 were not used in any model. The models were developed in the same manner as the464

in-situ and laboratory models (Figure 11, Table 2). The standard deviation of the prior465

for the intercept was increased to 50 for the ADV models. The rate of good data return466

from the ADCP increased with height ASB.467

The y-residuals for each model were plotted against mean diameter measurements468

from the LISST to investigate the influence of particle size variation (not shown). Only469

the ADV141-ADCP model showed any trend, which suggested that residual variance was470
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Figure 10. (left) histograms of SSC estimates for the entire field deployment from the OBS

and LISST calibration models; and (right) a comparison of the OBS and LISST SSC estimates

(black dots), with data points where current speed was less than 0.1 m s−1 identified (light grey),

and the 1:1 line (dotted red) and maximum a posteriori least-squares fit (dotted blue).

dominated by measurement noise for the other three models, despite the theoretical de-471

pendence of each instrument on particle size (note the significant bad data return from472

the ADCP due to saturation, especially for the ADV049-ADCP model). The residual-473

particle size trend for the ADV141 model was non-linear, potentially a function of the474

different scattering and viscous attenuation for each frequency as particle size changes.475

Given that the complex acoustic response of cohesive sediment was beyond the scope of476

this work, and given the incomplete data from the ADCP due to saturation, this trend477

was not included in the model directly, but rather captured as increased variance in the478

residual parameter, σy (Table 2).479

Inference of SSC from the ADCP and each ADV was possible via either the LISST480

or OBS models. For example, n samples from an ADV-ADCP model could be passed481

into the ADCP-LISST model and transformed into n different log10(LISST) estimates.482

Finally they could then be transformed out of log10 space and passed into the LISST-483

SSC model to produce n estimates of SSC for a single ADV measurement (Figure 6). The484

same process could be done with the ADCP-OBS and OBS-SSC models, producing a485

different set of n SSC estimates. When posterior predictive samples are drawn from a486

model there is growth in uncertainty. The 95% CI from any one model sampling was less487

than ±10%. Transformation from log10 space, however, whilst not adding any additional488

uncertainty itself, increased the variance (about the distribution mean) and skewed the489

sample distribution (Figure 12 - step 3). This step was unavoidable as the acoustic in-490

struments native measurements were on the decibel scale.491

For a given mean SSC value of 100 mg L−1, the SSC 95% CI were calculated for492

each instrument and pathway (Table 3). There was a marked difference between the CI493

for the different instruments and models. For the previous ADV sample propagation ex-494

ample, the width of the 95% CI (about the mean) increased from 0% to 7.8% at step 1,495
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Figure 11. Data (dots) and mean regression outcome (line) with the 95% CI posterior pre-

dictive intervals (grey shading) from model sampling for the ADCP linear model with (a) the

LISST, (b) the OBS, (c) the lower ADV, and (d) the upper ADV.
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Table 3. Upper and lower 95% credible interval SSC estimates for each instrument and path-

way (where applicable), based on predictions at a mean value of 100 mg L−1.

Model SSC 95% CI (mean of 100 mg L−1)

OBS 97.4, 102.4
LISST 90.9, 108.2
ADCP (via OBS) 58.3, 160.5
ADCP (via LISST) 52.6, 173.8
ADV 0.49 m (via OBS) 56.2, 165.0
ADV 0.49 m (via LISST) 50.8, 176.4
ADV 1.41 m (via OBS) 54.0, 167.3
ADV 1.41 m (via LISST) 50.9, 177.8

Figure 12. Propagation of a single backscatter value from ADV 1.41 m ASB sampled 1,000

times through the four transformations shown in Figure 6 using the LISST models. Lines repre-

sent the 95% highest probability results of the 1,000 samples.

to 17.5% at step 2, to 109% at step 3, and to 116% at step 4 (Figure 12). Using the OBS496

pathway only reduced the final CI width by about 4%. Given the LISST was sensitive497

to flocculation, all estimates of SSC from the acoustic instruments presented hereafter498

used the OBS calibration pathway, unless stated otherwise.499

7 Sediment dynamics influenced by NLIW passage500

Using the calibration models it was now straightforward to convert time series of501

raw data (such as ADV echo intensity) to estimates of SSC with uncertainty. A time se-502

ries of 20,000 SSC sample estimates was generated using the boxcar-filtered data for each503

instrument. From these samples the mean outcome and CI were then calculated. Sev-504

eral other quantities were also able to be derived.505

Estimates of mean SSC were calculated for the ADCP, OBS, and each ADV for506

the first 15 full days of the deployment (Figure 13). Estimates of uncertainty are shown507

in later figures as they were difficult to observe at this time scale. Temperature data from508

the nearest TWC mooring and mean horizontal current speed at the 0.49 m ASB ADV509

give context to the observations (Figure 13a,b). Current speed measurements were con-510

verted to bed shear stress estimates τbed, using the quadratic drag law with Cd = 0.00185511

(Zulberti et al., 2018).512

SSC peaks were positively correlated with bed stress in both time and magnitude.513

SSC at the lower ADV repeatedly increased to around 100 mg L−1 when τbed reached514

0.4 N m−2, and always showed some response when τbed exceeded 0.07 N m−2 for a 5-515

minute block (roughly 0.2 m s−1). SSC from the ADCP showed intermittent bursts of516
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elevated SSC (over 5 mg L−1), occasionally reaching more than 20 m above the bed through-517

out both spring tidal cycles (Figure 13c). Interference from reflections off instruments518

on the lander T-string were also observed in the ADCP record (small dark brown patches519

in Figure 13c).520

Current speed and mean SSC from the lower ADV (0.49 m ASB) were used to es-521

timate the horizontal sediment flux, or transport (at this elevation). Each NLIW (near522

the start of the deployment) generated strong near-bed currents in the off-shelf direc-523

tion that drove a significant short-term asymmetric SSC flux (not shown). This flux time524

series was used to calculate the wavelet power spectrum (Figure 13e), demonstrating the525

ability the short-period NLIW to drive enhanced horizontal sediment fluxes, which sub-526

sequently enhanced the transport capacity of longer time-scale motions (around half the527

M2 tidal frequency). In general, mean SSC was about twice as high during the first spring528

tidal cycle when the NLIW were largest and, as a result, the flux at tidal timescales was529

significantly greater.530

The two largest NLIW occurred near the beginning of the deployment around 12531

hours apart (Figure 14a), denoted Wave 1 and Wave 2. Both waves were composed of532

a well-defined initial depression with amplitudes of about 60 and 70 m, respectively. The533

well-defined waves were followed by a series of smaller oscillations. The NLIW-induced534

currents were superimposed on barotropic and linear baroclinic motions (Figure 14b).535

We used the high resolution 8 Hz ADCP backscatter to calculate the mean SSC over the536

bottom 23 m. The mixing layer pycnocline (MLP) dynamics were analysed in detail by537

Zulberti et al. (2020), who demonstrated that the sharp drop in ADCP backscatter was538

a suitable proxy for the MLP position.539

Mean and 95% CI of SSC were calculated for each ADV, the OBS, and the LISST540

(Figure 14d). SSC estimates from the LISST were highly sensitive to flocculation and541

thus showed significant deviations from the other instruments when the current speed542

was less than 0.1 m s−1. These deviations were always accompanied by significant spikes543

in mean particle size (Figure 14e) and beam attenuation (not shown). The size of these544

spikes was weakly positively correlated with the length of time the currents remained545

low and the SSC prior to each quiescent period. This resulted in LISST and beam at-546

tenuation spikes that were not correlated with current speed (or bed stress). This pro-547

cess of rapid floc growth during calm periods may be another cause of uncorrelated beam548

attenuation spikes worth considering in fine-grained marine environments, in addition549

to previously suggested causes, such as vertical velocities resulting from global instabil-550

ities (Bogucki et al., 1997); and trawling activities (Churchill et al., 1988).551

Despite SSC falling by almost a half within about 20-30 minutes of each peak, el-552

evated SSC was maintained for 5 to 6 hours after the wave passage. This was likely be-553

cause of slow settling flocs that continued to be advected horizontally and vertically by554

the internal tide. After Wave 1, particles appeared to be vertically advected up to 50 m555

ASB by baroclinic motion, as observed by LISST and bottle sample measurements dur-556

ing a profile at approximately day 92.15 (not shown).557

More detail in SSC and its uncertainty is evident when we focus on the NLIW events558

(Figure 15 and Figure 16). During Wave 1 the bed stress peaked at approximately 1 N559

m−2 under the wave trough. Cross-correlation of phase-lagged current speed and SSC560

signals suggested that sediment concentration lagged current speed by approximately561

6 and 13 minutes at 0.49 and 1.41 m ASB, although the peak values only lagged by 0562

and 5 minutes, respectively.563

The peak estimates of SSC during Wave 1 were 150 (93.7, 233) mg L−1 at the lower564

ADV, 78.8 (47.1, 125) mg L−1 at the upper ADV, and 102 (93.2, 112) mg L−1 for the565

LISST. There was incomplete data return for the OBS during Wave 1 when turbidity566

exceeded the instrument limit. Elevated SSC was confined close to the bed until the ini-567
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tial wave trough passed and an upward vertical velocity (not shown) was measured by568

the ADCP (Figure 15c).569

Wave 2 exhibited similar peak magnitudes of current speed and SSC, although the570

average current speed was higher than during Wave 1 (Figure 16). SSC estimates peaked571

at 161 (101, 246) mg L−1 at the lower ADV, 79.0 (46.9, 129) mg L−1 at the upper ADV,572

108 (106, 110) mg L−1 for the OBS, and 82.4 (75.0, 90.0) mg L−1 for the LISST. The573

wave form was less coherent and vertical resuspension was confined closer to the bed.574

SSC signal lagged current speed by approximately 4 and 9 minutes at 0.49 and 1.41 m575

ASB, and the peak values lagged by 3 and 7 minutes, respectively.576

Using the full distribution of SSC estimates we derived three quantities of inter-577

est: the height of constant SSC (Figure 17a); the vertical gradient of SSC between each578

ADV (Figure 17b); and the time-rate-of-change at the lower ADV (Figure 17c). We used579

the boxcar-filtered ADCP-derived SSC data to calculate the 10 mg L−1 isopleth mean580

and 95% CI (Figure 17a). The vertical gradient of SSC, dC/dz, exhibited large uncer-581

tainty, with CI difference up to 170 mg L−1 m−1, and could be negative. This will have582

consequences for the estimation of the vertical turbulent flux and is the subject of fu-583

ture research. The time-rate-of-change of SSC, dC/dt, was more uncertain during pe-584

riods of large gradients and showed small uncertainty when the gradient was near zero.585

Vertical profiles of SSC can be used to infer sediment resuspension and deposition.586

For example, during Wave 1, near-bed SSC was strongly positively correlated with cur-587

rent speed (Figure 15c,d). In contrast, the ADCP data demonstrated that measurements588

of SSC between 6 and 12 m ASB were negatively correlated with current speed. This589

highlights the inherent hysteresis of the process and the potential for experimental de-590

sign to influence the final interpretation, especially when limited instrumentation is avail-591

able close to the sea bed (e.g. Bogucki et al., 1997). A more detailed examination of the592

vertical resuspension and deposition processes is a key focus for future work using this593

data set.594

We also observed good agreement between the vertical displacement of isotherms595

and SSC from the ADCP, especially during Wave 1 (Figure 15a,c). This is in contrast596

to observations from Quaresma et al. (2007), who showed backscatter opposing isotherm597

movement.598

Finally, we were able to observe the effect of PSD changes on SSC estimates via599

the LISST during Wave 1 (Figure 15d,e). Whilst not as significant as the spikes observed600

during calm periods, measurements from the LISST showed a negative correlation with601

current speed between 0.05 and 0.4 m s−1. During Wave 2 (and the peak of Wave 1),602

when current speed was consistently greater than 0.4 m s−1, the observed PSD was rel-603

atively constant. This is in agreement with the LISST flagging observations (Figure 5).604

In addition, this process of floc aggregation and breakup appeared to respond almost in-605

stantly to changes in current speed, i.e. the process had virtually no time memory.606

8 Conclusions and recommendations607

We used Bayesian inference to estimate SSC from a suite of lander instruments,608

with a full description of model uncertainty. This calibration method made it straight-609

forward to derive meaningful statements about the potential range of SSC from native610

instrument observations.611

To our knowledge, this was the first attempt to calibrate bottom-lander based in-612

struments on the continental shelf using in-situ SSC measurements. The comparison to613

a traditional laboratory calibration appeared to be favourable, although several limita-614

tions in both methods reduced our confidence in the final results. Firstly, because of the615

sporadic nature and large changes in SSC that occurred during the resuspension events616
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Figure 13. KISSME 2017 deployment data; (a) TWC temperature from SP250, (b) boxcar-

filtered current speed measured at 0.49 m ASB (with conversion to bed stress on the right y-

axis), (c) calibrated ADCP backscatter with grey areas indicating receiver saturation, (d) mean

estimates of SSC, and (e) the wavelet power spectrum of cross-shelf sediment flux at 0.49 m ASB

using the ADV current speed and mean SSC estimate. The grey shading in (b) indicates the

bounds of Figure 14. The x-axis shows days in 2017.
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Figure 14. A 24-hour period presented as per 13 with the following changes; (d) SSC esti-

mates now include the LISST and all 95% CI, shown as shading, with data points where current

speed is less than 0.1 m s−1 included to show the effect on LISST measurements, (e) the boxcar-

filtered (5-minute mean) LISST binned volume concentration data with the mean diameter

(white line). grey shading on (c) indicates the bounds of Figure 15 and Figure 16. The labels A

and B on (e) indicate the averaging period for the PSD shown in Appendix A. The x-axis shows

days in 2017.
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Figure 15. Wave 1 displayed as per Figure 14. The x-axis shows minutes.
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Figure 16. Wave 2 displayed as per Figure 14. The x-axis shows minutes.
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Figure 17. Derived quantities with uncertainty; (a) the 10 mg L−1 isopleth showing the mean

(line) and 95% CI (blue shading) calculated using the boxcar-filtered data and shown over the

high resolution ADCP SSC mean estimate; (b) the vertical gradient of SSC between each ADV

with 95% CI; and (c) the time-rate-of-change at the lower ADV (0.49 m ASB). The x-axis shows

minutes.
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at our site, it proved difficult to collect bottle samples that were representative of the617

deployment observations. Peak SSC estimates from the lander deployment were occa-618

sionally an order of magnitude larger than the highest SSC bottle sample collected, al-619

though this uncertainty was able to be captured by the model (assuming the linear re-620

lationship held).621

Second, our in-situ profiling calibration strategy may have missed the presence of622

a near-bed layer with different PSD properties to the particles in suspension further from623

the bed. Due to the profiler design and setup we were unable to collect bottle samples624

within 4 m of the bed. Zulberti et al. (2020) found that the log-layer was typically less625

than 1 m for the experiment. Comparison of profiling data with the lander-based LISST626

as it was lowered to the sea floor indicated a distinct increase in the measured d50 near627

the bed (not shown). This was likely because of the presence of larger primary particles628

with a higher settling velocity that were generally only located close to the bed (e.g. Agrawal629

& Hanes, 2015). If true, this would suggest that ∆ρ (and hence the in-situ LISST-SSC630

calibration slope) may be higher close to the bed, resulting in an underestimate of SSC.631

Third, the laboratory calibration did not replicate field conditions, namely the salin-632

ity, temperature, and turbulence intensity levels were not re-created and as a result it633

is unlikely the suspended PSD in the laboratory was similar to the ocean BBL. Primary634

particles with diameters less than 4 μm were never observed disaggregated in-situ, whereas635

in the laboratory the presence of these particles may have increased OBS response per636

unit SSC, resulting in an underestimate of SSC.637

In order to improve confidence in future efforts we have summarised four key rec-638

ommendations for near-bed deep water SSC calibration based on the lessons learned from639

this work.640

1. Be skeptical of laboratory calibrations (that do not mimic in-situ conditions) when641

cohesive sediment is present.642

2. Ideally any (or every) instrument used for SSC analysis should be calibrated in-643

situ, i.e. attach OBS and ADV instruments to the profiling frame. Vertical co-location644

of a calibrated OBS and ADV on a bottom-lander frame should reduce uncertainty645

when only the OBS can be calibrated in-situ.646

3. In-situ calibration should aim to sample from the same height as the original de-647

ployment, if possible. Frame adjustments should be considered if necessary.648

4. Due to their apparent sensitivity to flocculation, laser scattering and beam atten-649

uation measurements should always be compared to other instrument types (if pos-650

sible) when cohesive sediment is present.651

Nevertheless, we were able to calibrate the suite of lander-based instruments and652

derive estimates of uncertainty for field observations of SSC under large amplitude NLIW.653

We confirmed that sediment is restricted to the near-bed mixing layer during the pas-654

sage of internal waves (as per Zulberti et al., 2020), and showed that a strong vertical655

gradient of SSC still exists within this layer, albeit with significant uncertainty. Using656

the full profile of ADCP backscatter we were able to predict the evolution of an SSC iso-657

pleth and the inherent lag in SSC at different heights above the bed. Detailed quanti-658

tative analysis, utilising the probabilistic objects presented here, is the focus of ongoing659

research.660

Appendix A Sea bed sediment grab sample661

A sediment sample was collected from the sea bed using a Smith McIntyre grab.662

The sample was collected over the lander location after the mooring was recovered. A663

portion of the sample, collected from the top, was used to determine the PSD through664

a combination of sieving and laser diffraction (Figure A1). A laboratory particle size anal-665
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Figure A1. Cumulative particle size distributions from the grab sample (analysed in the

laboratory; blue line), LISST measurements for profiling Niskin bottle samples (weighted mean;

orange line), and two 30 minute periods from the deployment (indicated on Figure 14(e); green

and red lines). Field A represents relatively quiescent conditions and Field B represents energetic

conditions (high SSC and floc breakup). Plotted points indicate the geometric mean of each bin.

yser measured the size distribution at φ0.5 (φ = −2log2(D) where D is the particle di-666

ameter in mm) and utilised a sonication probe to disperse aggregates.667

The median grain size was 21.2 μm with around 20% fines (<3.9 μm) and 18% (mostly668

fine) sand (>63 μm) as per the Wentworth grain size classification. Despite this, the LISST669

never measured particles smaller than around 4 μm in-situ, suggesting that flocculation670

was an important process at this site. A comparison between the PSD of the weighted-671

average bottle samples and two 30 minute periods from the deployment (Figure 14) un-672

derscored the potential variation in PSD both spatially and temporally (Figure A1).673
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